Internet today is not just a source of information; it also let us carry out several important transactions. In order to increase the popularity and usage of internet banking, banks also encourage their customers to carry out transaction online. Online transactions are more convenient, quicker and secured. But current method of user authentication and validation is quite unsecured. Current system allows user to register on the online bank portal and validate account by some secured password in order to carry out authentication process in future. There are two methods for password entry; use of physical keyboards is one of the two; which perhaps put authentication process to risk. Virtual keyboard service is second method, in this password is taken as virtual input using virtual keyboard. But user suffers badly if system is infected with Trojans which may take screenshots of virtual keypad or any risk of shoulder surfing. This paper describe implementation of more safe and secure virtual keypad for online banking and what security measures can be adopted to maintain the confidentiality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Keyboard is another example of today's computer trend of "Smaller and Faster". Computing is now not limited to desktops and laptops, it has found its way into mobile device like palmtops and even cell phones. But what has not changed for+ last 50 years is the input device, the old QWERTY keyboard [11] . Keyboards are use as input device and plays big role in user authentication process.
Despite of all the merits, virtual keypad suffers with shoulder surfing, auto screenshot capturing and key stroke attacks. There are number of security threats confronting the online banking model. One of the common problems with online banking is the weakness in authentication systems. Advanced Trojan horse like NetBus, ZeuS are designed to run in Microsoft Windows operating system and steal banking information by keystroke, form grabbing and screen capturing [9] . Due to these demerits associated with virtual keypad a new Anti-Screenshot, Shoulder Surfing Resistant Virtual Keypad is proposed in this paper which may help internet banking accounts from stealing passwords by screen capture or shoulder surfing.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW Password attacks prone to virtual keypad: 1] Shoulder Surfing Based Attacks:
Shoulder surfing attack is one of the social engineering attack. This is an attack in which an observer simply watches the keyboard entries to learn the password characters typed by the users [1] , [2] , [3] . Potential of such attacks grows as we keep using virtual keypad. As keyboard is openly displayed on the screen; it becomes much easier for observer to catch the key entries. Also, if the process is recorded by CCTV cameras or simply watching the keyboard entries from distance may push the user in serious risk [2] .
2] Auto Screenshot programs:
Problem of password stealing increases significantly while using public systems and systems are not fully under control of user. Such systems may be infected by Trojans which carry out malicious activity of capturing screen shots. This may capture screen shots of password entries without user's knowledge. However if someone is able to steal password of user by this method to login into a online bank account, this will result in a enormous loss because of the high risk associated with the financial transactions.
3] Trojan Horse Attack:
Trojan horse is a computer malware which contains malicious code. Once this is executed in a system, it behaves as it is programmed [9] . Trojans are usually spread as an email attachment disguised to be unsuspected and hard to detect. Trojans steals sensitive information from systems where it is installed, slow down systems due to heavy network usage [7],[8], [9] . In the case of internet banking, key-logger programs, screen shots capturing program may act as the Trojans [8] . Once such Trojan is activated, it puts internet banking account at risk; which is not desirable.
III. RELATED WORK
Virtual keypad is used for key entries in most of the banks for their internet banking applications. Though, to avoid the risks of the shoulder surfing and keylogger, work has been done on great level. Some of the keypads on the banking applications used various approaches to avoid risks. Some keyboards used crumbled keyboards, where keys on the screen changes in particular time interval. Some the keypads use color code implementation [5] , or images can be used as a password combination. Replacement of keys by some special symbols like asterisk (*) or hash (#) to avoid screenshot capturing [4] . Artificial intelligence with combination of sensors is also implemented [12] . Also to avoid the demerits of textual passwords, technique was designed [10] . Spy resistant keyboard was proposed in order to avoid screenshot capturing [6] . Based on the keyboard rotations, shoulder surfing was tried to minimize [2] . Following table explains the working of the various approaches worked earlier. 
System Name
Working Methodology Comments Secure Authentication using Anti Screenshot Virtual Keypad [4] Keys will be replaced by special characters, to avoid screen shot capturing.
It is Anti-screenshot but don't help with shoulder surfing attacks or CCTV recording. Secure authentication using dynamic virtual keyboard layout [5] .
Color implementation to remember desired key when keys are hidden from user.
Helps with screenshots capturing, shoulder surfing but not with key logging Spy-resistant keyboard: more secure password entry on public touch screen displays [6] .
Use of colors to hide the keys, when user is pressing any key.
Spy resistant, anti screenshot keypad, not hard to understand considering general users.
Shoulder Surfing Resistant
Virtual keyboard for Internet banking [2] .
Keys are separated in 4 quadrants, which follows rotational pattern.
Provides security from shoulder surfing, screenshot capturing, but user may forgot the position of desired key and its quadrant.
IV. METHODOLOGY Virtual Keypad
Virtual keyboards were designed to ease the life of users. Virtual keyboards are commonly used as an on-screen input method in devices with no physical keyboard. Text is commonly inputted either by tapping a virtual keyboard or finger-tracing. The proposed virtual keypad is designed to increase the security level of the virtual inputting. Following given is the working of proposed system. Depending on the Displacement Factor and Traversal Direction, the proposed keyboard will function. In proposed system, front end action which can be seen by users will just act as an illusion where as the backend process is something different and that is the actual action which will be processed further for log in. There will be three main factors: Username is a first step of user authentication. User must have to provide his/her valid email id in registration. As all the important data about login will be sent on email, it is necessary that user have regular access to email. And while login if e-mail id entered is invalid, user will be forbidden from login in. Displacement Factor (DF) is a numerical value which determines the number of places to be displaced for selecting the actual character [9] . User has to add displacement factor DF in disguised key to get the actual key [9] . DF follows a rotational pattern. And it will be any random number in between 1 to 5. Traversal Direction (TD) is the direction of key rotation which can be vertical or horizontal. In proposed system TD is the direction in which the DF will jump horizontally right [9] . TD will be same for every login and for each user. 
Working of Virtual Keypad
Following methodology shows the working of the proposed keypad: STEP II: Fetch DF value from your mail.
STEP I:
Enter your email id as user name. When user registers and sets a password, a confirmation mail will be sent on user's mail account. Thereafter, when user goes for login, user's email id should be entered as username. As user pressed next button, an email with horizontal shifting factor will be forwarded. Now consider password is-19fry and horizontal factor is 3. So in order to enter correct password user have to click the button which is 3 places from original letter. As for above password and DF, user need to press following sequence.
Figure 3: Disguised Password
To get "1" press '4', To get "9" press '2', To get "f" press 'i', To get "r" press 'u', To get "y" press 'b'. Following figures 2 shows the disguised and actual password. The user have to enter "42irb" instead of "19fry". 
V. RESULT ANALYSIS
To evaluate the usability and the efficiency of the designed approach. Since the virtual keypad is designed for secure banking purpose, it was essential to ask people to use it and review it. After the completion of the project we ask 10 students to log in into the system with and without using special virtual keypad. They were asked to register into the banking application, and then students were asked to log in into the system using designed virtual keypad. Also time required entering correct password with normal keyboard and designed virtual keyboard is noted. Following graph 1 shows the time required to enter the correct password using normal keypad as well as virtual keypad with the shifting factor. Participants were requested to conceive a password of arbitrary length, comprising of alphabets, numbers and special characters. Graph shows, for normal keypad approx time required to enter the correct time is 35 sec. Also for designed virtual keypad it is 50 sec approximately. But, But given the higher security offered, the additional time is acceptable. It is also likely that it will take less time to complete password entry, once people start using it on a regular basis. In the proposed system, virtual keypad for internet banking is designed.
Chart 1 : Participants opinion on relative security of proposed virtual keyboard
The proposed system is designed, considering the security factors of banking accounts. Proposed system is simple to use; it is designed considering the fact that majority of people who uses internet banking are common people, who don t have much interaction with technology. Chart 1 shows the review of the people who used the system. According to this graph; out of 10 students 6 students reviewed proposed system as better than the normal keypad without security. Efficiency factor for the virtual keypad depends on the password attacks. If user is accessing his/her account from the publically shared PC, e.g. from internet café or CCTV cameras at public place can record the password entry process, risk of password attacks is maximum. Though, proposed system help user keep his/her internet banking account safe and private despite of all such maliciously intended programs. Efficiency of designed program can be determined in the situation where it has to overcome above mention problems.
VI. CONCLUSION
Online banking usage is expected to grow in the years to come. It is the responsibility of the banks to guarantee the security of their customer s transactions carried out through their e-banking services. Though there are more secured biometric based authentications available, the simple text passwords are likely to be the predominant method of user authentication due to their simplicity, cost and users friendliness. To mitigate this added complexity and time, we provided an option to turn off and turn on the security mode of the keyboard. So, only when the users suspicious of shoulder surfing possibility, they need to enable the keyboard security mode. The propose design has indeed provided an additional security for the Anti-screenshot Virtual Keyboard technology. In proposed system Shoulder surfing and key logger attacks are removed to the great extent. In this system user can easily login into system without worrying about shoulder surfing and key logger attack. User just have to remember actual password with the horizontal factor. This scheme is simple and efficient. This system does not need physical and is more safe than unsecured on screen keypad. In order to provide more security user have to enable the virtual keypad and have to use it for entering the password.
VII. FUTURE SCOPE
World is changing in every seconds, so that the transaction policies also changes. But one thing that has never change is the demand of secured service on internet. But due to this over socialized transaction is at the maximum risk. Due to the less secured online transactions security factor has become of prime factor. In the proposed work a password authentication scheme using rotation and traversal based password authentication. A virtual keypad can be provided through which password can be entered and can define some special characters in the character set for text passwords. There can be put some limitations on choosing the password. Also we can design the keypad with the characters set which are very uncommon. Efficient use of graphic based passwords and one where user can draw images or symbols on the virtual screen and can use those images as passwords can be added in future.
